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Coin Market Cap lists nearly 1,600 cryptocurrencies, with a total market capitalization of
almost $250 billion as of June 28, 2018.1 Given that the first successful cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, has
only existed for one decade, these figures demonstrate rapid growth and interest in this new
technology. Yet, the fact that just two cryptocurrencies—Bitcoin and Ethereum—account for nearly
$150 billion of this total market value highlights that (1) the technology remains in its infancy, and
(2) cryptocurrencies are not all the same.
Even Bitcoin remains far from being a generally accepted medium of exchange, but all
cryptocurrencies can—and many do—function as a money substitute. Many large companies, such
as Microsoft, Dell, DISH Network, and Overstock.com, now accept cryptocurrencies as payment,
and Coinbase recently estimated that more than 10 million people worldwide hold a material amount
of Bitcoin.2 Thus, it is possible that Bitcoin (or other cryptocurrencies) eventually will be widely
accepted and recognized as money. It is certainly difficult to imagine a cryptocurrency replacing the
U.S. dollar as long as the Federal Reserve acts as a moderately good steward of the national
currency, but it is for this very reason that Congress should eliminate barriers that impede people
from using their preferred medium of exchange. Competitive market forces can improve the means
of payment in the same way that market forces improve virtually all goods and services, and
Congress should not protect the Federal Reserve from those competitive forces.
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Worldwide, government’s overall record of currency debasement highlights the importance
of preserving citizens’ ability to use whichever form of money they choose, and the underlying
technology that drives cryptocurrencies—a distributed ledger known as a blockchain—could have
effects far beyond purchases of goods and services. Blockchain technology could ultimately improve
all sorts of processes that rely on time-stamped electronic records, such as digital passports, real
estate title records, or even stock trades. These new applications are also in their infant stages, and
Congress should allow the competitive process to unfold so that people discover the best ways to use
blockchain technologies. There is no inherent reason that government agencies, including central
banks, should avoid using these technologies if they produce cost savings or efficiency gains for
their operations.3 However, no government-imposed mandate should force people to use any
particular cryptocurrency—or any other form of money—in place of another medium of exchange.
Cryptocurrency: A Solid Competitor for Cash?
During the past few decades in the U.S., consumers have steadily shifted from using paperbased payments to electronic means of payment.4 For instance, the percentage of U.S. consumer
expenditures made with debit and credit cards (combined) was only 3 percent in 1986, but 25
percent in 2000.5 In 1995, debit and credit cards (combined) accounted for less than 20 percent of all
noncash payment transactions, but increased to more than 40 percent of this volume by 2003.6 As of
2015, cards accounted for more than 65 percent of all noncash transactions.7 More recently,
smartphone-based payment services have rapidly gained importance as a noncash form of payment,
“increasing from 0.3 billion payments in 2012 to 1.3 billion in 2015.”8
The success of smartphone-based payment applications, credit and debit cards, and
cryptocurrencies have led many to predict the demise of cash,9 but Federal Reserve data shows that
“consumers choose to use cash more frequently than any other payment instrument, including debit
or credit cards,” and that cash still plays “a dominant role for small-value transactions.”10
Furthermore, consumers, particularly lower-income consumers, still use cash frequently for
relatively large transactions. Cash is the leading payment instrument for several expenditure
categories, such as (1) person-to-person gift transfers, (2) food and personal care supplies, and (3)
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entertainment and transportation expenditures.11 As of 2012, cash accounted for roughly 40 percent
of U.S. consumer transactions by volume and approximately 14 percent by value.12 As Charts 1 and
2 show, both the volume and value of currency in circulation—in denominations from $1 to $100—
have steadily increased for years.
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These statistics reveal healthy competition among various forms of money as technologies
have changed through time. Policymakers should not mandate which forms of money consumers
use, and they should remove all barriers that hinder these—and other—forms of monetary
competition. Mutually beneficial exchange is a central element of economic freedom, and this
centrality extends to the right to choose a preferred medium of exchange. Many people, even many
economists, now assume that economic progress requires government provision of money, but
economic theory and a wealth of experience indicate otherwise. It is easily forgotten, but money—
and, more broadly, payment systems—often developed in private markets only to later be
monopolized by government authorities.13
The U.S. government has a partial monopoly on the U.S. dollar, the world’s reserve
currency, and relatively few U.S. citizens use any other form of money to buy goods and services.
The U.S. monetary system consists of two types of money: (1) base money, often referred to as
outside money, is the ultimate means of payment in the economy, and it comes from outside the
private sector (i.e., the government); and (2) inside money, often called credit money, consists of
claims to the underlying base money, and it comes from inside the private sector. Private financial
firms compete to provide various types of inside money, such as checkable deposits with bankcards,
money market accounts, and travelers’ checks. Few policymakers question whether they should
actually provide money. However, the Federal Reserve is the monopoly provider of outside money,
so the U.S. government ultimately determines the total amount—and type—of money that private
13
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firms can create.14 Very few policymakers question whether anyone other than the federal
government should provide this outside money, despite its fundamental economic importance.
Broadly, few policymakers ever think about improving the quality of money with the same
competitive market forces that improve other goods and services. Nonetheless, these forces push
entrepreneurs to innovate and improve products to satisfy customers, and they expose weaknesses
and inefficiencies in existing products, thus improving people’s lives.
Economists generally acknowledge that private competitive markets produce such benefits
but generally believe that these competitive forces do not (or should not) apply to money. Still, the
federal government’s existing monopoly on money necessarily limits the extent to which
competitive processes can strengthen money, and exposes the means of payment for all goods and
services to the mistakes of a single government entity. Ironically, even some of the scholars that
argue for increased centralization and government control of money acknowledge that the “biggest
threat to the value of the currency is often the government itself.”15 Such conflicting views are
surprising because the government’s actual record of monetary stewardship is so poor. That
historical record, including recent monetary policy failures, highlights the importance of preserving
citizens’ ability to use whichever form of money they choose.16 Nothing can provide as powerful a
check on the government’s ability to diminish the quality of money as allowing competitive private
markets to provide it. Suppressing such competition, if history is any guide, only deprives citizens of
beneficial innovations in the means of payments. Ultimately, the competitive process is the optimal
approach to discovering what people view as the best means of payment.
Policymakers and those operating in the marketplace are likely to be able to make more
informed decisions in a competitive currency environment. In a competitive currency environment,
the relative price of the competing currencies will rapidly incorporate information about current
market conditions and about the supply of, and demand for, the various currencies available for
exchange.17 Unsuccessful currencies will affect a few people a little, whereas successful ones—
vetted by competitive processes—can affect many people in a more powerful manner. Government
policy should, therefore, treat all forms of money in a neutral manner, ensuring that legal barriers do
not hinder the development of alternative currencies or unduly influence the development of any
single alternative. Congress should even consider allowing the U.S. Postal Service and other
government agencies to accept cryptocurrencies and other alternative forms of payment. At a
minimum, Congress should address the following anti-competitive issues:18
• Legal tender laws. Congress should amend legal tender laws because they allow courts to
force acceptance of a certain amount of official currency to satisfy debts even if a contract
calls for delivery in another means of payment.19
• Capital gains taxes. Since the Internal Revenue Service treats (effectively all) alternative
currencies as assets, every such transaction is a taxable event and is reportable on Schedule D
14
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of the taxpayers’ Form 1040 (or, if a business, the analogous business tax form).20 Congress
should amend the Internal Revenue Code to provide that gains or losses attributable to the
purchase or sale of alternative currencies are not taxable.21
Private coinage. Congress should modify statutes concerning coinage to clarify that they do
not prohibit the honest production of alternative monies for use in private transactions.22
Bank secrecy and anti-money laundering rules. Congress should address bank secrecy and
anti-money-laundering laws so that producers of alternative monies are not held to higher or
lower standards than traditional financial companies.23

Central Bank Cyrptocurrency: An Idea Counter to Basic Economic Freedom
Few policymakers have approached monetary competition in the manner described above.
Instead, many have sought to either phase out or (at least partially) ban the use of paper currency and
force consumers into a digital-currency-only means of payment.24 One aspect of this campaign to
phase out cash is to force all citizens to use some form of digital money—including, but not
necessarily limited to, cryptocurrency—in an account at a central bank. Several versions of such a
plan exist, and Sweden recently held (a failed) referendum to give its central bank exclusive control
over money, thus removing the private sector’s ability to create money.25 A recent article in The
Economist noted:
The main difficulty central banks face is how to facilitate the circulation of digital currency
without routing everything through banks, as happens today. Blockchain technology, which
underpins crypto-currencies, could be one way to avoid the banks. In such systems, balances
and transactions are tracked on a distributed public ledger, secured with cryptography.26
It is true that blockchain technology could drastically change the banking industry—the technology
provides an efficient/low-cost method of verifying financial transactions, a function that banks
currently provide. Still, whether the technology actually helps to restructure the industry because
banks’ existing third-party verification function is inferior to blockchain technology is something
which must be determined in a competitive process, one that has yet to unfold. There is no valid
economic justification for a government agency to dictate that payments must be re-routed through a
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different system, thus undertaking a complete redesign of a major portion of the economy.27 Indeed,
there is every reason to fear such a government redesign of the payment/financial system.
It is also clear that centralizing the control of a blockchain directly negates the benefits a
distributed ledger offers over centrally controlled databases, and the pseudo anonymity of
decentralized blockchains is completely counter to the U.S. governments’ current treatment of all
financial transactions. There is no apparent reason that a central bank—should it wish to offer digital
accounts to the public—would better serve any of its constituents by offering a centrally controlled
blockchain instead of offering more traditional digital accounts.28 The vitally important policy
question, though, is whether a central bank should offer the general public any type of digital bank
account in the first place.29 Scholars such as Morgan Ricks argue that central banks should provide
retail accounts to the general public based on the notion that money is a public good and that
providing such accounts would improve central banks’ ability to conduct monetary policy.30
A major flaw in this reasoning is that private markets have clearly not failed to produce
money, an unsurprising fact given that money does not fit the standard definition of a public good.31
Regardless, the existence of a public good does not justify the government suppression of alternative
forms of that good, even if that good is money or a money substitute. Furthermore, it is far from
clear that modern monetary policy, conducted by central banks, has improved financial stability
compared to the pre-central-bank era. For instance, though it is widely believed that the Federal
Reserve’s monetary policies have tamed business cycles and lowered macroeconomic volatility, a
close look at the evidence suggests that the conventional view should be re-evaluated. Several
studies suggest that data deficiencies caused key pre-Fed-era data to appear more volatile than their
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Fed-era counterparts, and there is even some evidence that the Fed era has included more economic
instability than before the Fed’s creation.32
Even granting the possibility that monetary policy could improve public welfare, giving the
federal government a complete, iron-clad monopoly over money runs counter to the very principle of
economic freedom. Any such proposal exhibits a common distrust of free markets and a desire to
give bureaucrats more control over people. The main idea behind improving the central bank’s
ability to conduct monetary policy is simple: prevent people from escaping government-imposed
fees on their idle money balances. In other words, force everyone to have retail accounts at a central
bank—and eliminate the use of any other form of money—so that people are left with no way to
stop the government from imposing taxes to induce more spending. If, for example, the Fed decided
that aggregate spending was too low, the central bank could threaten to take individuals’ money as a
way to incentivize more spending. In central banking terms, the Fed would be able to impose
negative interest rates on deposits as a penalty for holding too much cash rather than spending it.
This extreme policy—a complete government monopoly of money—would leave all people wholly
dependent on a government-controlled electronic network for conducting all transactions. It would
endanger law-abiding citizens’ privacy and subject them to the whims of both elected and unelected
government officials.
Conclusion
Globally, there has been a steady shift away from paper-based payments during the past few
decades, but cash remains a widely preferred option. This shift has occurred as technology changed,
thus making it easier to facilitate consumer exchanges electronically. If the federal government
would simply allow these changes to take place, there would be no particularly unique problem—the
trends toward a less-cash society would likely continue, and consumers would likely use various
forms of money, including cash and cryptocurrencies. Criminals may find it more expedient to
transfer money anonymously via the Internet, but they have surely found it easier to commit crimes
with the advent of better automobiles, computers, and communication devices. None of these items
should be criminalized.
The U.S. government should treat all forms of currency, even cryptocurrencies, in a neutral
manner. It should remove legal barriers to using alternative forms of money, and it should avoid
providing any single form of money with a legal advantage, thus allowing competitive market forces
to expose weaknesses and inefficiencies in existing alternatives. The competitive process is the
optimal approach to discovering what people view as the best means of payment, and allowing
people to access such alternative means of payment is the best way to provide a powerful check on
the government’s ability to diminish the quality of money. The same concept—allowing competitive
processes to work—applies equally to new applications of blockchain technologies: The federal
government should not impose regulations that unduly hinder the development of these applications.
Congress should work diligently to eliminate tax and other legal impediments to the development of
alternative currencies as well as new applications for blockchain technologies.
The federal government currently has a partial monopoly on the production of money, and
this monopoly necessarily limits the extent to which competitive processes can strengthen money. It
32
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also exposes the means of payment for all goods and services to the mistakes of a single government
entity. Congress should ensure that this monopoly is not extended via the use of federally mandated
digital money, especially via retail digital accounts at the Federal Reserve (including a central-bankbacked cryptocurrency). Implementing any such policy would effectively nationalize private credit
markets because no private company (or individual) would be able to compete with the federal
government. Because people are so vulnerable to the abuse of money (including modern monetary
policy errors), Congress should not interfere with citizens’ ability to opt out of official currency.
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